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Context
Android apps can contain hidden malicious behavior that executes in addition to the advertised behavior. A
comprehensive forensic investigation to uncover this behavior must include both static and dynamic analysis.
In dynamic analysis, the Android application is executed and monitored in a specially prepared environment.
Our existing analysis platform, A³L (Automated Android Analysis Lab [1, 2]), focuses on observing events
related to processes, strategies, network connections and the file system (see Figure 1).
Dynamic analysis necessarily has to set a time limit for the ob
servation of an interactive application. If the time is too short,
not all relevant behavior may be captured. If the time is too
long, the analysis requires more resources and may become
impractical to use. Currently, the analysis time is configured
manually by the user of our platform.

Goal
The aim of this project is to develop a method and a system that
automates the definition of an effective duration of the analysis
of Android applications. One possible approach would be to
automatically end the analysis at a suitable point if, for exam
ple, no new knowledge is being gained about the program and
patterns start to repeat themselves. An alternative approach Figure 1: Principle of the A³L app analysis
would be to use static features (such as code complexity met
rics) to determine the required analysis time, possibly using machine learning. The A³L platform would thus
be able to carry out analyses with appropriate resources, making the entire process more efficient while
ensuring the results are meaningful in terms of observed functions and behavior.

Working Plan
1. Familiarize yourself with the principles of Android application analysis and the A³L platform.
2. Study state of the art in test automation for Android applications, focusing on analysis duration.
3. Develop a system for the automatic determination of suitable analysis duration.
4. Evaluate the developed method against static approaches on a significant number of applications.
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